Abstract-Forward error correction codes have been shown adopted in 3GPP [4] . However 
to be a feasible solution either in application layer or in link layer erasure code which shows maximum distance separable to fulfill the need of Quality of Service for multimedia streaming property, fountain codes generally have less coding efficiency.
over the fluctuant channels. In this paper, we propose FECIn [5] , Tan et [3] , provide virtually infinite protection symbols I 5,Tne l rpsdlyrdFCagrtmfrsb and he mdifed vrsio ofsuchcodehasbeenrecetly band coded scalable video multicast using equation-based rate 1-4244-1274-9/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE control such that packet loss is one of the parameters to s from the subscription set M means a vector (n1, n2, ...l nN). N regulate the sending rate while adaptive FEC is adopted to is the number of the transmitted video layers (N.<L) and each recover the lost packets so that the distortion can be vector element ni means the output symbol number of the FEC minimized with optimized subscription S* as described in (1) erasure code for the i`h video layer as the n in the (n, k) code.
and (2), under an assumption that different frames in a video
In addition, if the packet loss distribution is modeled by the layer shall have the same distortion measure.
Gilbert/Elliot's 2-state Markov chain [11] , which is usually
adopted to describe fading channel, the relationship between pi srM,R(s)<B (1) and p in [6] is used in (6) . The Instead of the sub-band scalable video coding with layered video layer is smaller than that across the video layers, the structure on both video and FEC data in [5] , our proposed DFDO algorithm first uses FFDO to decide the number of FEC optimization algorithms are based on the H.264/MPEG-4 video layers N and also the total amount of protection packets AVC scalable extension, which is an amendment to the per GOP for each video layer to subscribe. Then the algorithm H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard and it is scheduled to be finds the distribution pattern Sn* of those protection packets finalized in 2007. The base layer of a Scalable Video Coding among all the FEC sessions in each video layer n (1 .n .N) (SVC) bit-stream is usually coded in compliance with H.264 to remove the constant distortion assumption within the same while new scalable tools are added for supporting spatial, SNR, video layer. The criterion of this search within a video layer is and temporal scalability [8] . For each Group of Pictures (GOP) based on the FEC-distortion optimization of the video layer as of a scalable video layer, we apply Reed-Solomon erasure shown in (7) and (8). code [9] to form an (n, k) code which has k symbols of the S video layer data and the amount of n-k protection symbols. It =arg max psnrn(s,p), (7) will take a few FEC coding sessions if the data rate of a video GOPsizeC layer in the same GOP is high. Sequence Parameter Set psnrn(s,) ( 
decodable probability of ith picture regardless the successful L-1 decoding of its reference pictures in the current video layer. In PSNR(s,p)= p-PSNZ2veZ (6) this case, the implemented error concealment method is to i=o reuse the reconstructed ith picture of the n-lth layer. psr2n,i is where P' is the decodable probability of the error erasure codes the PSNR of picture i in the same layer and thus it is equal to for only the accumulated i video layers and PSNRaVe i is the psnr2n i,i. p3, is the decodable probability of ith picture but not corresponding average PSNT{, respectively. Each subscription all of its reference pictures in the current video layer. psnr3 i~is the PSNR. of picture i based on the residual video frame and the reconstructed reference pictures with the same error concealment technique mentioned above.
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The three probabilities (pi, ,p2i , p3i) can be determined by On the other hand, if the packet loss distribution is
We perform simulations for both the flat and dynamic modeled by Gilbert/Elliot's 2-state Markov chain, the FEC-distortion optimization algorithms (noted as FFDO and decodable probability of an FEC session can be found in [6] . algorithms compare all the possible video layers and the FEC The video sequence is mobile at 30 fps and the video allocation combinations for each GOP, which might require resolution is 4CIF. The H.264 SVC encoder and decoder are considerable computation effort. In [6] , an adaptive FEC based on the Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) reference scheme for reliable layered multimedia streaming was software and the error concealment technique described in proposed. The main objective of the FEC scheme is to Section III is applied to all the algorithms. For the spatial maximize the streaming throughput while maintaining an scalability, the PSNR is calculated after the picture is upupper bound of the error rate of each video layer that FEC sampled back to its raw video resolution (4CIF in this case). cannot decode. Inspired by this concept, we determine the Some of the encoding parameters for each scalable video layer upper bounds of the non-decodable probability of an FEC are listed in Table I and the GOP size is 16. The available session for each layer and use those upper bounds to calculate bandwidth over time is shown in Fig. 2 . the protection strength for each video layer from the base layer of H.264 SVC to each enhancement layer until all the available bandwidth is consumed as mentioned in [6] . If First we consider the packet losses to be independent and The available bandwidth over time is shown in Fig. 4 . The significant. This can be due to the error concealment technique simulation results are very similar to those in Fig. 3 . It which eliminates some of the distortion caused by the error confirms that if we distinguish the distortion difference with propagation. Fig. 3 
